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ABSTRACT
Using gameplay metrics to articulate player interaction within
game systems has received increased interest in game studies. The
value of gameplay metrics comes from a desire to empirically
validate over a decade of theorization of player experience and
knowledge of games as ludic systems. Taking gameplay metrics
beyond formalized user testing (i.e. with the aim of improving a
product) allows researchers the freedom of examining any
commercially available game without the need to have access to
the game’s source code. This paper offers a new methodology to
obtain data on player behavior, achieved through analyzing video
and audio streams. Game interface features are being analyzed
automatically, which are indicative of player behavior and
gameplay events. This paper outlines the development of this
methodology and its application to research that seeks to
understand the nature of engagement and player motivations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.8.0 [Personal Computing]: General – games
H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine Systems
I.4.0 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: General –
Image processing software

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Experimentation

Keywords
Gameplay metrics, video processing, gameplay experience,
visualization.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, scholarly interest in digital games has
intensified, allowing the understanding of how games (as
technological, aesthetic and social phenomena) constitute a
distinct form of expression and a discrete category of cultural
activity. The hybrid nature of a game, and gameplay as a media
experience has attracted interest from researchers located across
the social sciences (e.g., media effects studies [4, 17] or learning
sciences [18, 25]), humanities [1, 27, 29], and computer sciences
(e.g., game modeling [5] and gameplay experience [30, 31]).
Despite several attempts to converge different paradigmatic
approaches to understanding and measuring game systems and
player interactions in support of common research agendas [2, 3,
31], different fields continue to pursue research interests
independently and separately from one another. This is thought to
be largely due to interests in different objects of study related to
gameplay experience. The process of establishing game studies as
an epistemologically distinct field, also inevitably produced
essentialism or ‘boundary-work’ [19] in its attempt to set both the
medium and proposed frameworks for understanding it apart from
objects and approaches of study within existing disciplines [11].
Gameplay metrics analysis is a methodology emanating from the
field of human-computer interaction (HCI) and has therefore
mostly served game design purposes to date [12, 13, 26, 32].
However, there is great potential in using gameplay metrics to
empirically validate other more socially and culturally motivated
understandings of gameplay. For example, gameplay metrics have
already been applied in research that seeks to better understand
the playing styles [39] and the impact of design on player
frustration [9, 14], provide valuable empirical data to support or
contest conceptual and theoretical foundations of ludology (e.g.,
Bartle's early work on play styles in MUD's [6] or Juul's work on
the meanings of failing in digital games [24]). Indeed, the multidisciplinary project that drives the research methodology
presented in this paper seeks to interrogate public perceptions of
how the aesthetic, social and communicative impact of digital
games influences how games are regulated and classified. In this

context, we seek to examine players’ experience of violent game
content as responses located behaviorally (gameplay metrics),
bodily (heart rate, facial gestures, eye tracking, physical
movement) and cognitively (memory recall, comprehension). In
doing so, gameplay will be studied longitudinally, analyzing the
evolution of the player’s behavior over a series of game sessions
enabling us to observe changes in strategies determined by the
nature and level of violence players encounter. In our attempt to
implement several methodologies concurrently, we aim to develop
a research methodology that meets the needs of interdisciplinary
game studies research but can also potentially be applied to
improve game design.
Acquiring gameplay metrics typically requires researchers to have
access to the game’s source code, thus limiting research to the
study of open source games or necessitates a strong collaboration
with a game company (also subject to issues from data protection
to geographical proximity to high-profile developers). This paper
therefore presents an alternative way of gathering gameplay
metrics based on a vision-based data extraction approach,
extending the ability of researchers to study player behavior with
any commercially available game. This paper outlines how the
capture of player actions and game events from the video and
audio output of a game provides an equivalent methodological
approach that can be applied with a greater number of games and
also used by a wider range of researchers interested in
understanding the nature of gameplay experience.
In this paper we will outline the usability components of the
methodology as it has been applied in achieving the aims of the
larger project on the relationship between player experience and
game classification. In doing so, output-based gameplay metrics
are not analyzed independently but are required to be
synchronized with other data collection methods such as
physiological and self-report data to provide a more contextual
account of player experience.

2. UTILIZING FEEDBACK STREAMS
When playing digital games, players are presented with two main
feedback streams: the audio feedback stream (sound from
speakers or headphones) and the video feedback stream (moving
image on screen). These feedback streams contain all the key
communication components necessary for the player to interact
efficiently and with purpose in the game-world. Both video and
audio feedback streams are capable of producing two levels of
analysis. Firstly, at the diegetic level, information is presented
about the game’s story world and the interface layer containing
non-diegetic information about the game system [16, 20].
Secondly, at the interface level, the player is informed both about
abstract game elements (e.g., number of lives, current level, score)
and meaningful game design parameters players do not directly
experience. This accounts for the fact that the player is not
physically present in the game world, but nevertheless requires
feedback such as health condition, stamina level, weapons [36].
Audio and video signal processing of multimedia content
constitutes an established and active research field within
computer science. Numerous algorithms have been created to
either detect the presence of specific objects in a video [7],
automatically segment a film in sub-scenes [21, 37] or extract
symbolic information such as annotations [10] or jersey numbers
in sport videos [40]. In processing digital games, we have sought
to exploit similar algorithms as they present large amounts of
information in an abstract and schematic way (e.g., via life-bar
representation, icon of carried weapon, on-screen blur, screen

desaturation, heartbeat sound). Different visual feedback or
representational design elements can be extracted from output
streams and analyzed to create a picture of the nature and
developmental changes in players’ interaction and experience
with a particular game.
So far, however, the methods described above have yet to be
applied in an extensive analysis of player interaction with digital
games. The reason for this might be its less precise nature and the
complexity of gathering data extracted from audio or video
streams compared to gameplay metrics directly logged by the
game engine itself. We argue that studies seeking to understand
the cultural and social impact of games should not be constrained
in their game choices by developer cooperation (e.g., licensing) or
technical considerations. By extracting game metrics from audio
and video feedback streams the broader aim is to open the doors
to studies that will profit from the advantages of quantitative data
collection.
A further rationale for considering audio and video feedback
streams as a data source is that it presents a new layer of analysis
(see Figure 1). In addition to the game level containing diegetic
information and the interface level containing non-diegetic
information, audio and video streams also communicate more
general information such as the overall color of a game sequence,
which has the potential to be linked with the degree of emotional
impact on the player [23]. Additionally, video and sound quality
[8, 38] and different sound parameters [33] can be related to
degree of player ‘immersion’. Finally, automated collection of
audio and video based gameplay metrics can considerably speed
up manual coding and analysis of gameplay footage, especially
when large amounts of data are being coded with numerous
parameters. When correlated to other types of data sets (e.g.,
psychophysiological data), we believe gameplay footage coded
and graphically visualized with gameplay metrics extracted from
audio and video streams has the capacity to interpret and identify
key moments of interest within a gameplay session for further
analysis.
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Figure 1. Three levels of analyse in digital game video stream:
game layer, interface layer, and video parameters layer.
(Dead Island screenshot ©Deep Silver)

3. AUTOMATIC VIDEO FEEDBACK
STREAM ANALYSIS
As outlined in the previous section, gathering quantitative data
from output streams is an underdeveloped and sparsely applied
approach to player experience research. In order to test the
feasibility, the validity and the accuracy of this approach, a
software system was developed for processing firstly the video
feedback stream and extract quantitative data about gameplay,

frame by frame. As sound algorithms are still in development
stage, the presented results will focus on video analysis.

3.1 Video filters
Three filters are presented here, based on simple image processing
features: color detection, image similarity and global hue
detection. The results (presented in Section 3.3) show that—even
by considering simple image characteristics—the extracted data
are accurate, meaningful and easy to interpret. This supports the
argument for future design iterations and implementation of more
complex algorithms (e.g., object detection, image movement,
facial recognition) for a more exhaustive account of the player
experience.

3.1.1 Color Ratio
The color ratio filter detects the evolution of any information
presented in the form of a bar (e.g., health bar). Besides this, the
filter can also detect the specific color scheme of a scene (e.g., a
predominant color scheme of an in-game menu).
Studying an area for the presence of specific colors can help to
establish the filling level of a bar. Analysis is completed by
utilizing continuous values between 0 and 1 (number of detected
pixels divided by total number of considered pixels), with 1
representing the area filled with these colors, and 0 no detection at
all.
To execute the “color ratio” filter, it is necessary to specify the
interface area that will be analyzed by providing an image mask
(Figure 2), and to stipulate the colors of interest. A hue, saturation
and value tolerance can also be specified to consider bars
containing transparency, and to deal with video compression
artifacts.

Figure 2. Image mask specifying the area to consider
(Dead Island screenshot ©Deep Silver)

3.1.2 Image Similarity
The image similarity filter detects icons (e.g., flashlight on,
weapon hold, use of first aid kit) or any static heads-up display
(HUD) information in an area of the video. The filter computes
the relative norm between the frame and a reference image, both
converted in grayscale.
Similar to the “color ratio” filter, it is necessary to specify the area
of interest by providing an image mask. This process then
demands a reference image and an error threshold within the
frame to detect variability in the presence of the reference image.
The result is binary, 1 for detection, 0 for non-detection.

3.1.3 Global Hue Filter
Unlike the filters described above that analyze the interface layer,
this filter is linked to the video parameters layer (Figure 1). It
computes the hue histogram of each frame, and then searches for
the most present hue from a range of 5 classes: (1) orange/yellow,
(2) green, (3) blue, (4) purple, (5) pink/red. Data generated by this
filter support the analysis of graphical design of a game, the
impact on the player, and can also be linked with gameplay when
specific sequences have their own color code, like in-game menu
for instance.

3.2 Test samples
In order to test these different filters and to assess their validity, a
30-minute session on the zombie game Dead Island (Deep Silver,
2011) was recorded and analyzed. The size of each frame is
1680*1050, 30 frames by second, and the compression codec used
is MPEG-2 (constant quality with quality factor of 1).
During this session, several other data were recorded, such as
physiological data (heart rate, galvanic skin response) and player
facial expression.

3.3 Filters results
Figure 3 (see next page) presents the data gathered from the video
stream, with the use of three filters presented above. (a) to (e)
were extracted with the color ratio filter, (f) to (g) with the Image
Similarity filter and (h) with the global hue filter. One image was
processed every ten frames (three results per second).
(a) Health bar progression analysis
The health bar progression represents the participant health state
in the game. This helps to identify moments of danger or relative
safety for the participant. Looking at the graph in Figure 3 we can
distill that the session began rather intensely because the
participant lost all his health around 60s. After that, he respawned
with full health, but encountered a new danger several seconds
later. Around 400s, he stopped loosing health, which could
indicate that he is in a safe place or that he became more skilled in
avoiding confrontation.
Figure 3 shows some gaps in the curve. This is because the health
bar is not always presented to the player (e.g., during
conversation, during cut-scenes, or while in-game menu). It is
unlikely that these gaps are misinterpreted as deaths since death is
foregone by a progressive loss of health that does not exist when
the life bar totally disappears from the screen. These gaps carry
specific meaning as well. For instance around 400s and 900s, the
player character appears stable for a rather lengthy period of time.
However, the presence of gaps strengthens the safe place
interpretation since these gaps give information about interaction
with a non-player character.
(b) and (i) Stamina bar progression analysis
The stamina bar progression gives information about a player’s
actions in the game. Running is represented by a regular stamina
drop while fighting is represented by a chaotic stamina drop. This
information helps to understand what happened during this
session. It shows that the participant was often involved in fights
during the entire session since there is an abundance of moments
where the stamina drops chaotically. It also helps to further
interpret the moment around 400s and 900s highlighted in Figure
3 (a). The player was engaged in fights around 400s, so this
affirms the interpretation that the health stability was due to the
player’s success in combat. On the other hand, no stamina was
used around 900s, which strengthens the interpretation of the
player being in a safe area.

(c) Weapon quality bar progression detection
The weapon quality progression gives information about the
decay and regeneration of the weapon carried by the player
character. This information helps us to make inferences about the
player’s strategy. In Dead Island, weapons can lose efficiency
when they are heavily used. In Figure 3 (c) we can see that the
player’s strategy was to keep the weapon quality as high as
possible (the line rarely goes below average) instead of for
instance using up a weapon and replacing it when the quality gets
too low.

Correlating this information with other (e.g., physiological) data
may then lead to new considerations about game classifications,
for instance by taking into account research on color and emotion
[35] that links the red color with anger. Also, relating this
information with other screen based gameplay metrics such as the
detection of menu (d) inform us about the color design of the
menu (mainly green).
Final comments

Information gathered from the color ratio filter also highlights the
moments the player was in the customization menu (weapon
repairing, XP leveling). In fact, in Dead Island, the in game
menus have a specific color scheme, easy to detect (overall green,
and bar title in yellow). The result presented in Figure 3 (d)
supports the strategy inferences made in (c). Around 200s and
around 1000s, the player entered the customization menu, and just
after that, the weapon quality regenerated (c). We can thus assume
that the entered menu was a weapon repair menu strengthening
the hypothesis above.

All these data have been generated automatically and no manual
coding was needed. The only necessary user input consisted of
determining what screen area to analyze, what color to detect,
what color error tolerance to incorporate, what icons to detect, and
what norm threshold to consider. After these considerations these
inputs can be used without modification with all other footage of
the same game. This becomes particularly useful when hundredths
of hours of footage needs to be processed, for instance when
researchers want to assess the evolution of the gameplay
experience over several hours of play. The proposed results
(Figure 3) illustrate that key moments in the play session can be
detected with screen based gameplay metrics, without requiring
researchers to watch the entire length of the gameplay footage.

(e) Key binding’s menu detection

3.4 Validity and discussion

(d) Character customization menu detection

Finally the color ratio filter establishes at what moments the
player enters the menu showing the key bindings. Around 1600
sec, the player entered this menu, which helps us to assess the
player’s level of control mastery. It appears that the controls were
not clear or intuitive enough to the player, so he entered the menu
to check.
(f) Flashlight icon detection
The image similarity filter detects when the flashlight icon
appears on the screen. Just after 1600 sec, the flashlight icon
appeared, stating that the player switched on the flashlight. From a
usability point of view, it is now possible to assess that the
flashlight control key was not intuitive enough for the player,
since he needed to enter the Key binding’s menu (e) just before
switching on the light.
(g) First aid icon detection
The first aid icon appeared every time the player used a
healthpack item (e.g., energy drink, first aid kit). This information
may help us to highlight moments when the player was more
“leisurely” exploring the environment as opposed to being
engaged in intense action (fighting) sequences. The results in
Figure 3 (g) can be matched with the life bar progression (a),
since every rise in the life bar progression curve matches a peak in
the first aid icon detection. We may then infer from this that,
except around 250 sec, the player was actively trying to find these
items or at least stopped ignoring the items as he was before.
(h) General hue of the frames
The general hue of the frames allows to distill a wide range of
information from the gameplay footage. For instance, the main
hue of orange/yellow and blue helps us to establish the types of
content the player encounters when we know that the game is set
on a tropical island (beach, wooden houses, sea, swimming
pools). But, more significantly, the hue pink/red helps us to
identify moments where violence or otherwise ‘disturbing’
imagery is presented. In Figure 4, the content of these sequences
is quite self-explanatory: death screen, blood pool, sex room,
avatar severely harmed.

In order to validate the accuracy of the software, it was decided to
hand code the footage for the same content (a-h) and compare it to
the processed results (see Figure 3). While the video filters detect
the evolution of representations or parameters enclosed in the
video stream, the researchers that accepted to perform the coding
tasks were asked to code according to game concepts (“health
level” instead of “health bar progression” or “flashlight use”
instead of “flashlight icon detection”). The aim of this comparison
was then not only to validate the accuracy of the video processing
system, but also to strengthen the link between output streams and
gameplay metrics.
(a’) Health level
When hand coding the health level of the player character, the
researchers did not account for the presence or absence of the
health bar on screen since this does not influence the health level.
This inherently means that the hand coded results show no gaps.
Except for this incongruence, the two metrics are highly similar.
One way to overcome this difference between (a) and (a’) is to
detect the absence of the life bar in (a), and fill the gaps with the
last processed values.
The hand coded results also show a maximum of 150% as
opposed to 100% in the processed results. This rise to 150% in
health commences after each death, which helps the player during
the first few seconds after respawning. After that, the life level
gradually drops until reaching the maximum of 100%. Because
the video filter looks at a specific area on screen, this additional
percentage was not detected. This can easily be solved by
extending the area of interest.
(b’) (c’) (i’) Runs and weapon use
The moments when the player was running (b’) and when he used
a weapon (c’) are connected as they both consume stamina. This
means that the stamina bar progression should be compared to
both (b’) and (c’). This comparison shows that the stamina bar
detection is highly accurate, and far more precise than the hand
coded version. In fact, (b’) and (c’) show just onset detections,
since coding the level of stamina appeared too complex to be
manually performed. Similarly, the weapon use detection (c’)

Video filters results

Hand coded results

(a)

(a’)

(b)

(b’)

(c)

(c’)

(d)

(d’)

(e)

(e’)

(f)

(f’)

(g)

(g’)

(h)
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1 Orange/Yellow – 2 Green – 3 Blue – 4 Purple – 5 Pink/Red

(i)

1 Orange/Yellow – 2 Green – 3 Blue – 4 Purple – 5 Pink/Red

(i’)

(a) Life bar

(e) Key binding’s menu detection

(a') Health level

(b) Stamina bar

(f) Flashlight icon detection

(b’) Avatar runs

(f’) Flashlight use

(c) Weapon quality bar

(g) First aid icon detection

(c’) Weapon use

(g’) Health regeneration actions

(d) Avatar/Item customization

(h) General hue of the frames

(d’) Avatar/Item

menu detection

(i) Stamina bar (zoom)

customization

(e’) Game configuration

(h’) Main color
(i’) Run and weapon use (zoom)

Figure 3. Video filters results, and matching hand coding versions

matches the loss of weapon quality (c) and emphasizes the
accuracy of the algorithm.
(d’) Avatar/Item customization
The hand coded result in (d’) perfectly matches the result in (d).
This means that the detection of the customization menu is highly
effective since no additional moments were identified.
(e’) Game configuration
The hand coded result confirms the automatic detection of the key
binding’s menu (e). The difference in peak length can be
explained by the fact that (e’) detects the game menus in a more
general way, and the player had to go through several
configuration menus before ending up in the key binding’s menu.
(f’) Flashlight use
The flashlight use (f’) matches the presence of the flashlight icon
(f) on screen. The peak in (f’) finishes slightly before the peak in
(f) which can be explained by the fact that the icon remained on
screen for several seconds after the flashlight had stopped
working to show that it ran out of battery. Detecting the
progression of the battery signal can help to create a more
accurate match between (f) and (f’).
(g’) Health regeneration actions
Here, the hand coded metrics highlight the different actions
performed by the player to regenerate his health. All the peaks in
(g’) match the first aid icon detections in (g), with the exception
of one peak just before 1600s. The reason for this is that although
the player used energy drink at this point, his health was already
full which rendered the action redundant in the eyes of the
researcher doing the hand coding. To match the results more
precisely, (g) could be combined with (a) to detect if the presence
of the first aid icon is followed by a regeneration of health.
(h’) Main color
In this graph the hand coded results only show sequences which
were perceived in a specific colour tonality. Although, there are of
course less values than in the automatic hue detection (h), the
results all match the result presented in (h). The red colour is
more present than the yellow/orange colours which may be
explained by the fact that these last colours are overly common in
the game and not related to specific incidents making them less
noticeable to the researcher.
The researcher performing the hand coding also mentioned the
colors black and white, which are not detected in (h) since the
filter only considers the hue channel in an HSV image. This is a
good reason to also consider developing filters for other image
channels.
Final comments
The results clearly show a similarity between the hand-coded
gameplay metrics and the automated screen based metrics. Even
if, from time to time, the hand coded results slightly differ from
the screen based metrics, the overall similarity validates the
software. Besides, the results can easily be improved by
considering two datasets together, or adapting the on-screen
detection. To assess the correlation between gameplay metrics and
screen based metrics more thoroughly, an open source game can
be analysed on its gameplay metrics and compared to the screen
based gameplay metrics frame by frame.

4. SYNCHRONIZED PRESENTATION
During the game session, physiological data and player facial
video capture were also recorded. By adding the player’s bodily

responses to the screen based gameplay metrics, the produced data
set will considerably help a better understanding of what happens
(both bodily and behaviourally) during the gameplay experience.
Mirza-Babaei has proposed to combine physiological data with
players’ self-drawn diagrams about their play experience and a
manual coding of the game session [28]. The manual coding of
the game sessions can be greatly simplified and improved by
using screen based gameplay metrics. These ‘biometric
storyboards’ [28] can then help to identify specific game incidents
that are interesting for further scrutiny or present a more thorough
quantitative backdrop for analysing the gameplay experience. For
this purpose, a synchronized presentation is created composed of
multiple datasets that allow assessment of different behavioural
and bodily aspects of the play experience.

4.1 Curve generator and video combiner
The two filters presented here produce video files that can be
synchronized in a single larger video to have a good overall view
of the different data at different moments in the play session.

4.1.1 Curve Generator
The Curve Generator is a filter that creates a dynamic curve based
on an input text file, containing time information and matching
data values. The filter offers two possible representations: (1) a
static curve with a moving cursor matching the current video time,
or (2) a static cursor with a moving curve (useful for real-time
physiological response).
It is also possible to parameterize the different color elements and
the number of displayed lines when the curve is too long to be
displayed in one single line.

4.1.2 Video combiner
The video combiner is a filter that creates a multi-frames video
file from several smaller video files. In this filter, it is possible to
determine the number video outputs displayed on a single screen
(in this case, we divide the screen into quadrants).

4.2 Results
By using the curve generator filter on both the health, stamina,
general hue, and physiological data (e.g., galvanic skin
response), and combining these results with the video combiner
filter together with the gameplay footage and the webcam image
of the player’s face; a synchronized video presentation is
produced for the whole 30-minutes game session (Figure 5).
This video contains curves with a cursor matching the time passed
in the gameplay session. By scrubbing through the video (e.g., fast
forward, rewind), it becomes possible to jump directly to relevant
sequences.
The final analysis video has two main uses: First, when the data
gathered in section 3 is linked with the gameplay footage video, it
offers an efficient and easy way to check what happens during key
events in the game identified by the screen-based metrics. This
considerably enhances the interpretation of the acquired data.
Second, the screen based metrics can be correlated with other data
(e.g., physiological data and webcam image), allowing a deeper
layer of analysis.
For instance, the snapshot in Figure 5 shows that the low health
level, the chaotic drop of stamina and the red color on the screen
are correlated with a violent action as seen in the synchronized
recorded gameplay footage. Furthermore, a peak in the GSR curve
(representing a high player arousal level, see [28] for details about
GSR) enhanced the interpretation and detection of moments of
interest in the game session.
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Figure 4. Hue detection and matching screenshots
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(Dead Island screenshots ©Deep Silver)
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Figure 5. Synchronized video presentation
(Dead Island screenshot ©Deep Silver)
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Other peaks in the GSR curve are not directly correlated with
violent actions, but for instance with the achievement of a mission
(NPC character found (14:57)) or the anticipation of a difficult
sequence (cut scene showing a “boss zombie” (22:08)). This
provides information about the type of parameters that should be
taken into consideration when analysing player experience (e.g.,
for classification purposes). With this synchronized presentation
the screen based gameplay metrics can highlight key moments
that can then be confirmed by and expanded upon with other
event-related data such as gameplay footage, webcam images, or
psychophysiological data. In turn these other data can also
highlight different key moments that will give new ideas of output
streams processing. Adding more (qualitative) methodologies (i.e.
self-report measures) to this presentation can lead to a data set that
is capable of thoroughly measuring the gameplay experience.

5. SOFTWARE SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The software system developed for this project is implemented in
C++, and is currently running in a Windows 7 operating system.
As it relies on multiplatform libraries, and notably OpenCV for
image processing, it can also be compiled for MacOS and Linux.
This software is intended to be an open-source tool that will
eventually be available to both programmers who may wish to
modify it and researchers that wish to use it as a data collection
tool.

5.1 Update and configuration process
Further to our comments in Section 2, an important consideration
during the development of this software system was to create a
structure capable of accommodating simple additions to its
functionality. In fact, as numerous audio and video algorithms
exist in the scientific literature, and as they have not extensively
been used for gameplay footage analysis, it is necessary for the
software system to be able to fit the different needs of researchers
to extract different aspects of a game visual output.
For this purpose, the source code structure operates in a similar
manner to a plugin management system. In order to develop a new
filter, future developers will only need to inherit a specific
abstract class, and implement five functions:
x
x
x
x
x

What to do with every media frame?
What to do when the media is finished?
What is the name of the filter?
How to configure it with strings (key, arguments)?
What keys are understood by the filter (display
function)?

All the other general features about media processing (e.g.
loading a file, navigating in it, extracting the different frames) are
automatically managed by the core engine of the program, and
must not be re-implemented. The developer can then focus on the
specificity of its filter.
By giving each filter a name, a possibility to be configured with
strings, and a display of the different authorized keys, the software
system can be fully parameterized using a simple configuration
file. This makes the program easy to use across different scholarly
fields, whether the researcher is comfortable with source code
modification or not.
This paper does not intend to cover the implementation details in
depth, but a more complete documentation will be provided once
the source code is made be available.

5.2 Performance
The different results have been processed on a computer with Intel
Core I7-2630 2.00GHz with GeForce GT 540M.
Table 1. Performance test
Result

Time to process 60s of video

Health

102s

Stamina

240s

Weapon Quality

110s

In-game menu detection

88s

Key binding menu detection

39s

Flashlight “on” detection

19s

First aid use detection

21s

General Hue

19s

Curves generation (each)

23s

Combine video

168s

Hand coding (each)

140s

The color ratio filter execution time depends on the number of
colours to detect. To have precise results, it is recommended to
detect several colours, especially when the bar representation is
slightly transparent (which is the case in Dead Island). Because
the processing time can be long as the number of colours
increases, researchers will have to choose between precision and
processing time. As the processing can be executed in
background, and does not require researchers’ attention, the
choice of precision was made for this paper.

6. FUTURE WORKS
The results presented in this paper have mostly focused on video
elements existent in the HUD or the menu of the game (with the
exception of the general hue analysis). However, with these
results clearly showing the effectiveness of the software tool,
more challenging video analysis algorithms such as the ones that
extract information directly from the game world layer, can be
considered [7].
Although the focus of this paper is the analysis of a game’s video
output, the software presented is also capable to analyse the
game’s sound output. In the short-term, sound processing
algorithms will be executed on the same gameplay footage to see
what new information can be gathered, and if this information can
also enhance the video analysis results.
This program is also not limited to analysing gameplay footage
but can extract information from various types of videos. For
instance, meaningful information can be extracted from the
webcam footage such as the player’s facial expression [34], and
the player’s eye movement (eye tracking). Eye tracking results
can then be visualized on top of the gameplay footage in the form
of a heat map [22], allowing for an even more exhaustive data set
usable for a more thorough understanding of the experience of
play.
This paper has thus far not mentioned the haptic feedback a player
may experience during play. The main reason for this is that this

feedback is much more complex to capture than sound and video
streams. However, in the future it could be interesting to add these
data to the set of streams in order to strengthen the player
experience analysis.
If output streams can be analysed to extract quantitative data, it
can also be interesting to link this data with different player
inputs: for example, keystrokes [15], controller, and voice
comments.
Finally, even if this program can be easily configured via a
configuration file, a graphical interface would be ideal to allow its
use by anyone sharing an interest in the study of game.

7. CONCLUSION
Irrespective of whether possessing access to game source codes
remains the more precise and accurate method for gathering
gameplay metrics, in this paper we have sought to demonstrate an
alternative approach to gameplay analysis which offers potential
for researchers to analyse an unlimited range of games based on
their audio and video outputs. The possibility to automatically
extract meaningful quantitative data from recorded gameplay
footage could profit any research project that wishes to consider
already released commercial games. A graphical and
synchronized presentation of the data also greatly improves video
coding by adding a first layer of analysis that can guide interest in
specific sequences.

[3] Aarseth, E. (2006). Mapping the Madness: A Games
Analysis Framework. Paper presented at the From Games to
Gaming Research Seminar, Gothenburg University.
[4] Anderson, C.A. (2004). An update on the effects of playing
violent video games. Journal of Adolescence, 27 (2004), pp.
113-122.
[5] Araújo, M., Roque, L. (2009) Modeling Games with Petri
Nets. In Breaking New Ground: Innovation in Games, Play,
Practice and Theory, Proceedings of DiGRA 2009 (London,
UK)
[6] Bartle, R. (1996) Hearts, Clubs, Diamonds, Spades: Players
Who Suit MUDs. The Journal of Virtual Environments, Vol.
1, No. 1.
[7] Bay, H., Ess, A., Tuytelaars, T., Gool, L.V. (2008) SURF:
Speeded Up Robust Features, Computer Vision and Image
Understanding (CVIU), Vol. 110, No. 3, pp. 346--359, 2008
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[9] Canossa, A., Drachen, A., Sørensen, J.R.M.( 2001).
Arrrgghh!!! – Blending Quantitative and Qualitative
Methods to Detect Player Frustration. In Proceedings of FDG
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The results presented here demonstrate that gameplay metrics can
effectively be acquired by analysing the video output of the game.
The use of three different video filters allows for an automated
analysis of different screen based elements of the gameplay
session (e.g., bar progression, (dis)appearance of icons, menu
entries, general screen colour). These data form an essential
quantitative base for further gameplay analysis and can provide
existent theoretical articulations of gameplay with the necessary
quantitative validation.

[10] Chen, D., Shearer, K., Bourlard, H. (2001) Video OCR for
Sport Video Annotation and Retrieval. In Proceedings of the
8th IEEE International Conference on Mechatronics and
Machine Vision in Practice, p. 57-62

By synchronizing these output based gameplay metrics with other
data, such as the player’s psychophysiological responses or selfreport measures, we will be able to present a bigger picture of the
play experience, and easily pinpoint meaningful events during
game sessions. More concretely, the output based gameplay
metrics together with player’s physiological responses could aid
the analyses of game content and its effects on players and
therewith considerably enhance the classification processes of
games worldwide.
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